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Customer Service! Summary: Friday July 15, 2011 All is vanity. Nothing is fair. WILLIAM THACKERAY
WHEN NICOLAS ARRIVED AT the Gallo Nero, he felt as if this was not a hotel, but someone's home, a
long ocher house with a dark red roof and green shutters. Lamborghinis, Ferraris, Porsches, and
Jaguars were parked farther off. Up a couple of steps, then the door opened. A svelte woman in a
black suit uttered his name as if it were the most enchanting sound in the world. Malvina and he
were shown through a lobby which looked nothing like a hotel lobby, more like the entrance to a
friend's welcoming abode: tiled floors, beamed ceilings, a stone fireplace with a painting of a
rooster hanging above it, comfortable white sofas, bright-colored cushions, plants, low tables,
stacks of books and magazines. Through the open bay windows, he could see out to the candlelit
terrace and hear the murmur of voices, laughter, the click of ice cubes, the tinkle of a piano playing
"The Girl from Ipanema." The Gallo Nero smelled of cinnamon and sunshine, lemon and lavender,
but...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Augustine Pfannerstill-- Augustine Pfannerstill

A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr. Wyatt Morissette-- Dr. Wyatt Morissette
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